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Congratulations to NASA on JWST’s Successes
James Webb Reveals Stunning Images after Successful Launch and Deployment
Sierra Lobo congratulates
NASA on their incredible
accomplishments,
which
have resulted in the successful activation of the most
powerful space telescope
ever built, the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST),
and the spectacular images
of never-seen-before cosmic
bodies and events that have
already been acquired. With
unmatched clarity and definition, views of such points
of interest, like the Carina
Nebula, are providing the
scientific world with wonderful new capabilities.
We are grateful for how all the years of hard work (for all involved)
have already been paid back with such great dividends. Sierra Lobo is
proud to have been a part of the JWST program, which included providing the environmental testing and integration support of many major
components of the telescope while it was at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, as well as test and integration support at the launch site in
French Guiana. An example of our employees at work is shown, taken
in Goddard’s Spacecraft Systems Development and Integration Facility
(right) (which includes the world’s largest cleanroom), as they transported the JWST primary mirror array to a test location.
Above, top: A composite image of the Cosmic Cliffs in the Carina Nebula, created with the Webb telescope's NIRCam and MIRI instru-

Sierra Lobo looks forward to all the exploratory discoveries yet to come
ments. (Photo credit: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI)
from the JWST program, such as its search for solar systems with planAbove, bottom: JWST's primary telescope mirror being moved inside a
ets capable of supporting life, as well as the study of the evolution of
cleanroom at the Goddard Space Flight Center after completing vibraour own solar system. JWST is truly allowing us to boldly go where no
tion and acoustic tests. (Photo credit: NASA/Desiree Stover)
one has gone before.
Above, left: ESA/Hubble, Northrop Grumman
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SLI Continues Development of a Cryogenic Reaction Control
System and Continues HATCHBAC Printed Tank with SBIR
Funding
Sierra Lobo, with our partner Big Metal Additive (BMA), continues
to develop an innovative method using advances in large-scale, hybrid, additive manufacturing techniques to print a cryogenic propellant tank with broad area cooling (BAC) channels built into the tank
wall, resulting in novel Hybrid Additively-manufactured Tankintegrated Channels for Broad Area Cooling (HATCHBAC) technology.

with the hybrid manufacturing technique. BMA is currently printing
several risk reduction sections to validate their simulations. The
TDEC team has finished four succinct test plans to independently
validate the thermal fluid performance of each of the major subsystems prior to the integrated test, which is planned for the fourth
quarter of this year.

Similar to a tube-on-tank method for BAC, HATCHBAC improves
the heat transfer surface areas and mechanical structural integrity of
the tank and tube/cooling channels. Scheduled for the fourth quarter
of this year, TDEC will couple a printed HATCHBAC tank with an
industrial cryocooler and circulator to validate thermal models and
demonstrate subscale liquefaction.
Up to this point in our NASA Phase II SBIR, multiple activities
have been completed and some of the procured subsystems have
arrived and are being prepared for system integration. The team has
completed their Manufacture’s Design Review, wherein BMA has
demonstrated, via simulation, that they can produce the entire tank

Photo Credit: SLI, BMA

Above: Risk Reduction Barrel
Section Simulation.

Left: Risk Reduction Simulation
with Manifolding Removed.

Photo Credit: SLI, BMA

Photo Credit: SLI, BMA
Photo Credit: SLI, BMA

Above: Risk Reduction Barrel Section Printed.

Photo Credit: SLI, BMA

Above: FEA Meshing Prior to
Mechanical Strength Analysis
and Post Processing.

Above: Early Loop Flow Rate and
Cooling Balancing in TD.
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SLI Nearing Delivery of JPL DSN Hardware
radio antennas that provide communications for interplanetary
spacecraft missions including Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager I and
II, Galileo, Mars 2020, and most recently, the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST). They also provide radar and radio
astronomy observations.
We are now preparing to deliver the first of two
electromechanical hardware sets. Over 210 individual
procurements were issued, 36 electronics cabinets were built,
and over 3.5 miles of cable have been measured, terminated,
labeled and inspected.

Photo Credit: NASA

Above: Antenna DSS-35, one of the 34-meter antennas located
at the GDSCC.

As previously reported, SLI was awarded a 2020 contract with
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory to provide replacement Beam
Waveguide Servo Shelter Assemblies for two 34-meter antennas
known as DSS-23 and DSS-26 which are part of the Deep Space
Network (DSN). DSN is NASA’s international array of giant

Laboratory testing of the hardware began in mid-March 2022
and will temporarily pause as the individual subassemblies are
moved from our laboratory and installed into their permanent,
climate-controlled Shelter assembly. Once that task is complete,
final pre-delivery testing will be performed before the Shelter is
transported across the U.S. from Milan, Ohio, to Fort Irwin,
California. After arrival, it will be installed by cranes onto the
second level (the “alidade”) of the moving antenna structure
where it will support the ongoing DSN mission for decades to
come.
A real-time view of DSN communications can be viewed at
https://eyes.nasa.gov/dsn/dsn.html.

Construction Completed for Newly Upgraded TDEC
East Electronics Lab
Upgrades to the existing
electronics lab located at
the SLI Technology Development and Engineering Center (TDEC) in
Milan, Ohio, are now
complete following a year
full of COVID-related
Photo Credit: SLI
supply chain challenges.
Above: Newly Upgraded TDEC East
The facility was originally
Electronics Lab.
constructed in 2001 as a
multi-purpose
research
and development space. As such, it did not inherently offer the specific features required to support production and testing of spaceflight electronics. Eventually, the sustained growth of our electronics
and optical systems business segments dictated that a more appropriate facility be built. These upgrades were designed not only with
ANSI/ESD S20.20 compliance in mind, but with additional features
that will enable it to be used for the widest possibility of projects
into the future. An additional ESD-compatible cleanroom was constructed in 2020 and remains dedicated to the support of optical systems.

clude a 100% increase in footprint size; static-dissipative flooring;
improved LED lighting; a more modern and comprehensive access
control system; a flexible and higher-capacity power distribution
network; a high-capacity humidity-control system; increased storage
volume for ESD-sensitive devices; installation of a double door to
support access for larger hardware items; and installation of a cleanroom-grade air filtration system, ceiling, and walls coverings to enable assembly, integration, and testing of contamination-sensitive
mechanical and electromechanical systems.
The existing fume hood and oxygen monitoring system were retained so that cryogenic fluids and other chemicals could continue to
be used within the lab.
Oversight of the project was performed by Daryl Edwards.
Right: Workstation
within Newly Upgraded
TDEC East Electronics
Lab.

Enhancements to this space were completed in March 2022 and inPhoto Credits: SLI
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TEST3 Contract: White Sands Test Facility (WSTF)
Test Evaluation Support Team (TEST3)

Team SLI Successfully Phases in the TEST3 Contract
NASA White Sands Test Facili- Photo Credit: WSTF Photo Lab
ty is a Government owned and
operated facility reporting to
NASA Johnson Space Center.
NASA uses contract labor support to operate many aspects of
the facility. In 2020, NASA
competed the TEST3 contract,
won by Team SLI (Sierra Lo- Above: Reaction Control System (RCS)
bo, Inc. with Wolf Creek FedBoeing CST-100 Acceptance Altitude
eral Services, Inc. [WCFSI] as
Testing.
a major subcontractor). Team
SLI hired 97% of the incumbent workforce (378 employees) and has
grown to over 392 employees since the contract start on February 2,
2022. The forecasted work will continue to grow over the next several
years, and the NASA WSTF customers will need the resources and
capabilities provided at this unique test facility. The difficult testing
provided by Team SLI engineers and technicians supporting the
NASA WSTF program staff is a unique capability, and many of the
capabilities are only available at the WSTF site. Sierra Lobo, Inc. is
the prime contractor on the TEST3 contract and is responsible for the
program management, test site engineering, technical support labor to
the departments of Propulsion, Materials Laboratory, and Technical
Services, and draws on the WCFSI capabilities in Facilities, Logistics,
and Protective Services. SLI employees make up about 240 of Team
SLI’s 392 total employees, and the rest are WCFSI employees. The
description below, provided by the NASA WSTF team, discusses the
type of project support Team SLI provides to NASA.

About NASA White Sands Test Facility (WSTF):
Our History
Since 1963, NASA White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) has been
a center of technical excellence in the fields of high-pressure
oxygen systems and materials and rocket propellant safety.
Because of its remote location, WSTF can safely perform hazardous testing of reactive, explosive, and toxic materials and
fluids; oxygen materials and systems testing; flight hardware
processing; and propulsion altitude systems testing.

Photo Credit: WSTF Photo Lab

Above: Boeing CST-100
Service Module on Test
Stand 301A in Preparation
for Hotfire Testing.

Photo Credit:
WSTF Photo Lab

Above: Aerial view of
NASA White Sands Test
Facility in New Mexico.

OUR CUSTOMERS
• NASA - Orion, SLS, Commercial Crew, Crew Training and
Special Projects
• Other U.S. Government Agencies - ADF-SW, Army, EPA,
DOD (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), DOE,
DOT (National Highway Traffic Safety & Federal Aviation
Administrations), Navy Research Lab, USAF, and VAFB
• Commercial Industry - Aerojet, Armadillo Aerospace, ASTG4
Community, Blue Origin, Boeing, Cobham, National Center
for Manufacturing, Orbital Sciences Corp, Pratt & Whitney,
Scaled Composites, Inc., SpaceX, and WHA International

OUR CAPABILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rocket Propulsion Testing and Evaluation
Oxygen Systems Testing and Analysis
Hypervelocity Impact Testing
Propellants and Aerospace Fluids Testing and Analysis2
Composite Pressure Systems Testing and Analysis2
Flight Acceptance Standard Testing (FAST)
Spaceflight Component Services (SCS)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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ROCKET PROPULSION TESTING AND
EVALUATION
NASA White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) offers numerous ambient pressure and altitude simulation stands to test rocket propulsion systems, as well as single rocket engines. WSTF has
extensive experience testing with hypergolic and liquid oxygen/
hydrocarbon propellants over a wide range of operating conditions. WSTF has six test stands that provide simulated altitude
greater than 100,000 ft (30,000 m) for engines and engine systems with thrust levels up to 25,000 lbf Horizontal and vertical
firing configurations are available.
Three test stands at WSTF support ambient firing at 5000 ft
(1500 m) above sea level. Rocket engines with thrust levels up
to 60,000 lbf (270 kN) can be tested. Propellants available for
testing at WSTF include liquid hydrogen, gaseous and liquid
oxygen, hydrocarbon, hydrazine, Aerozine-50, monomethylhydrazine (MMH), nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4), gaseous and liquid
methane, and solid rocket propellants. Propellant saturation and
temperature conditioning are available. Pressurants include nitrogen and helium.
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Team SLI Successfully Phases in the TEST3 Contract
Continued
OXYGEN SYSTEMS TESTING
AND ANALYSIS
The Oxygen Systems Engineering Group
specializes in all areas of the performance and safety of oxygen systems.
Through complete analysis, modeling
and materials testing in actual environments, WSTF assists in the design and
optimization of systems for spacecraft,
aircraft, military, and medical uses. Services include materials, components and
systems compatibility assessment, systems safety analysis, failure investigation, design assistance, and advanced
training in oxygen system buildup, operations, and maintenance.

Photo Credit: WSTF Photo Lab
Photo Credit: WSTF Photo Lab

Above: Ignition of a Teflon Hose in 1000 psi
Oxygen.

HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT TESTING
WSTF’s Remote Hypervelocity Test Laboratory is an access-controlled, hazardous test
area capable of simulating micrometeoroid
and orbital-debris impacts on spacecraft materials and components. Processes allow the
safe handling of hazardous (hypergolic, pressurized, or energized) targets or for unique
flight hardware.
Photo Credit: WSTF Photo Lab

Above: Remote Hypervelocity Test
Laboratory.

COMPOSITE PRESSURE SYSTEMS
TESTING AND ANALYSIS

Photo Credit: WSTF Photo Lab

Above: In-Process COPV
Inspection.

Photo Credit: WSTF Photo Lab

WSTF offers leading expertise in the testing, nondestructive evaluation (NDE), and analysis of
composite material structures. A damage detection
course is offered to train aerospace visual inspectors of flight composite pressure vessels. WSTF
performs age-life tests, accelerated aging, hydraulic and pneumatic burst tests, and environmental
effects studies on pressurized systems.

FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE STANDARD TESTING
Flight Acceptance Standard Testing (FAST) is designed to better understand, improve, and
verify the systems, capabilities, and materials used in space flight, and to ensure safety during manned space flights. Materials offgas and outgas: WSTF’s offgas testing identifies and
quantifies all gaseous compounds released from a material or article under human habitable
atmospheric conditions.

Above: Collecting and Analyzing
Materials Offgas and Outgas Data.

SPACEFLIGHT COMPONENT SERVICES

PROPELLANTS AND AEROSPACE FLUIDS TESTING
AND ANALYSIS

Spaceflight Component Services (SCS) specializes in the handling and processing of spaceflight and flight-like hardware.
SCS has clean environment processing facilities ranging from
ISO 5 to ISO 7 (Class 100 and 10,000) clean rooms and flow
benches, and digital borescope inspection capability. Bonded
and controlled spaceflight and critical storage facilities are
available with a small team of highly skilled engineers and
technicians. Program-qualified personnel have hands-on experience in procedure development, project management, and
flight hardware processing; with additional expertise in mono
and hypergolic propellant and oxygen systems, and test system
design, fabrication, and operation.

WSTF focuses on the safety and performance of hazardous propellant systems including hypergolic fuels and hydrogen. We support
on-site propulsion testing as well as remote assistance to end users
in aerospace and industry. The WSTF propellants group provides
analysis of systems and operational safety, propellant specifications analysis, personal protective equipment assessment, and detection technologies for both industrial and flight applications. A
comprehensive materials and components testing capability enables design assistance and problem resolution. WSTF conducts
laboratory microanalysis to full-scale, field explosion tests. WSTF
experts also provide training to the aerospace industry in the safe
handling of various propellants.
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TOS Contract: Arnold Engineering Development Complex (AEDC)
Test Operations and Sustainment (TOS)

Arnold AFB Teams with area school systems to boost
craft internship program
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 69, No. 8, April 25th, 2022
By Bradley Hicks, AEDC Public Affairs

The craft internship program in place at Arnold Air force Base has
already exhibited some success. Over the past six years, several
interns were brought onboard through the initiative. All of these
individuals are still currently employed at Arnold AFB, headquarters
of the Arnold Engineering Development Complex. Those tasked with
ensuring the continued success of the program are now looking to
take it to the next level with the help of the Tennessee College of
Applied Technology, or TCAT, and local schools.

Technical Management Branch was created. One of
responsibilities of this branch is workforce career development.

the

"Recruiting is part of that," said Mike Dent, chief of AEDC Technical
Management. "Retention of skilled personnel is always a concern.
Why not promote the benefits and rewards of working at AEDC to
local talent? This will enhance the likelihood of a lifelong career." To
bolster career recruiting at the base, Air Force personnel at Arnold
initiated an outreach effort with the local high schools to get students
The effort, being referred to as the Craft Internship Revitalization, interested in pursuing trade careers and equipping them to potentially
Credit:
NASA)
could provide Arnold with a larger pool of potential interns to work in get an internship(Photo
after
enrollment
in a trade or technical school. The
a variety of craft positions across the installation.
Air Force invited NAS to participate. "It was an excellent opportunity
for NAS to promote the craft internship program, among other
Aside from the extra manpower, the program has the added benefit of opportunities at NAS and AEDC,” Hicks said.
introducing the interns to Arnold and familiarizing them with job
processes and expectations and enable them to capture the knowledge Discussions focused on the craft internship program started with
of the existing long-term craft employees for the future of Arnold Tullahoma City Schools in 2020, followed by talks with Coffee
AFB.
County and Franklin County school officials in late 2021. Dent said
the response from administrators in the local schools systems was
"With the increasing need for skilled craft resources, this is an “very positive.” More information on the intern program was
excellent opportunity to tap into local resources and grow the AEDC provided to Tullahoma and Franklin County school officials during
workforce," said Michelle Hicks, Design Engineering functional presentations conducted by Den and Hicks earlier this year.
manager for National Aerospace Solutions, LLC, the Test Operations
and Sustainment contractor for AEDC.
Much like the initial discussions, these presentations were positively
received, so much so that teachers and administrators from Tullahoma
Craft jobs at Arnold cover many different disciplines. These include High School and Franklin County Schools were excited to get an upelectricians, instrument technicians, aerospace precision machinists close look at several Arnold AFB craft areas and facilities during
and mobile crane operators, among many others. "Discussion of the tours in late February and early March. During these visits, the
craft internship program gives students an opportunity to understand educators learned more about the roles craft personnel play across
what opportunities may be available to them if they meet the training Arnold and how vital their work is to the operations of test facilities
and educational requirements," Hicks said. "Understanding what and execution of the AEDC mission. The groups toured the craft
(Photo
Credit:
opportunities are available to students and
what
it NASA)
takes to prepare for shops in the von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility and the Highthose opportunities helps students plan and be set up for success."
Enthalpy Arc Heated Facility, the AEDC Model and Machine Shop,
and the Model Installation Building of the Propulsion Wind Tunnel
The craft internship program was already part of the existing Facility.
Collective Bargaining Agreement between National Aerospace
Solutions, LLC, or NAS, and the Air Engineering Metal Trades Derek Swiger, machine shop instructor at Tullahoma High School,
Council. "The craft intern program outreach to local high schools was among those who visited Arnold. He said the prospect of some of
provides information to the students of opportunities for future his current students eventually landing an internship at Arnold after
employment at AEDC which does not require formal college acquiring the required education or experience is exciting. "I love
education," said Randy Long, NAS labor relations manager. "This machining, and I try to convey that to my students," Swiger said. "I
opportunity has the added benefit of the students not incurring debt have several students right now that are doing really well in machine
associated with traditional college education."
shop class, but I think if we can get them a better knowledge of what
The push to further advance the effort began a couple of years ago.
actually goes on out in real machine shops, it’d give them a good
expectation of what they’re going to have to do in the future.
In 2020, the Air Force looked to broaden its recruiting efforts for
scientists and engineers. At that time, the recruiting function for Susan Mitchell, Franklin County Schools Career Technical Education
scientists and engineers at Arnold AFB was assigned to the AEDC director who visited the base, said informing students interested in
Air Force Personnel Office. When AEDC was subsequently craft careers about what types of jobs are out there, furnishing them
reorganized to mirror an Air Force wing structure, the AEDC
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Arnold AFB Teams with area school systems to boost
craft internship program
Continued
NAS is also in the planning stages for outreach activities with TCAT.
There is the possibility program outreach could be expanded beyond
the initial group of schools to widen the pool of potential interns.
"Once the craft intern program is engaged, the NAS management
team will always be evaluating the needs of NAS and AEDC," Hicks
said. "This could lead to further expansion of participating and
partnering schools."
The number of initial craft internship positions has not yet been
determined. This, along with the work locations, will be determined
Above: Shannon Tibbals, deputy manager for Flight Branch and Test Opby manpower needs when the positions are posted. Craft internship
erations and Sustainment contractor for Arnold Engineering Development
candidates will need to possess the required experience and/or
Complex, speaks about one of the test carts used in the 16-foot supersonic education and meet all of the requirements for full-time employment
wind tunnel during a tour of facilities at Arnold Air Force Base, March 2, for at AEDC, such as passing a medical screening and obtaining a
local teachers and administrators. (U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett) (This
security clearance. The internships will be paid full-time positions
image has been altered by obscuring a badge for security purposes).
and offer full-time benefits. “The type of work is determined by the
craft position they are hired for,” Long said. “How long an intern
position lasts is based on and determined by the Collective Bargaining
with knowledge on the training and education needed for particular Agreement language.”
fields, and providing them information on their options will only
serve to grow the number of those interested in pursuing an internship Hiring for the craft internship positions is projected to begin this fall.
at Arnold.
The internships will be posted under the job postings section of the
NAS external website, and candidates will be required to apply and
And Mitchell added she was impressed by the options available at interview for the positions. With the support of the local schools
Arnold. "There's so many specialties," she said. "You look at welding, systems, those involved in the craft internship program are hoping to
you have the pipefitters, you have the boilermakers so, as a student, see the same level of success as the NAS and Air Force engineer
you can come see what you're interested in and then go from there."
intern programs, which bring a collection of collegiate engineering
students from across the country to Arnold each year.
Jessie Kinsey, Tullahoma High School assistant principal and Career
Technical Education director who toured the base, is gratified to see The craft internship program is structured differently than the
AEDC and area schools systems working in tandem. "I think it's engineering internship programs in that candidates are brought on as
exciting," Kinsey said. "I saw a lot of similar equipment...I'm excited full-time employees and have the opportunity to continue their
for the opportunity for the partnership because we share the same employment directly into a journeyman position,” Hicks said, “but the
basic skillsets."
benefit of gaining experience on the job, capturing knowledge of the
experienced craft workforce for the future of AEDC and contributing
Kinsey added teachers and administrators in the local schools systems to the AEDC mission is the same.”
will play an important role in accomplishing these goals going
forward, and she is excited about student opportunities and their
prospects of a career at Arnold. Additional outreach is planned for
Grundy County Schools. Administrators from the Coffee County
Schools system have also expressed interest in the program.
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Beyond the Speed of Sound: Digital Engineering is
Enabling the Future
Article taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 69, No. 4, February 22, 2022
By Michael Glennon, AEDC Technical Management
The digital engineering working group is an active participant in the
recurring AFTC and Air Force Research Laboratory, or AFRL, Summit discussions and part of several topic of concern panels connecting
AEDC to the bigger digital environment initiatives with specific outreach to earlier testing efforts.
AEDC has seen several successes toward advancing our digital engineering capabilities during this past year, to include stronger collaborations with our AFRL counterparts in areas which include data
management, infrastructure, business processes, tools and concepts,
such as "Test as a Service."
AEDC has been supporting weekly meetings with the other AFTC
test wings which have been very successful in bringing together concepts for common architectures and data sharing.

U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett

Above: Victor Glover, left, a NASA Astronaut and commander in
the U.S. Navy, and right, NASA Astronaut Dr. Stanley Love, answer questions about NASA and their experiences during an Arnold Engineering Development Complex Commander’s Call, Dec.
20, 2021, at Arnold Air Force Base.

AFTC is in the process of forming multiple supported programs in the
cloud environment such as Platform One; GITLab open source code
repository and collaborative software development platform; Visible,
Accessible, Understandable, Linked, Trusted; and others.

Arnold Engineering Development Complex, or AEDC, has had several senior leaders visit recently, such as Gen. Arnold W. Bunch Jr.,
commander, Air Force Material Command, and Maj. Gem Evan Denim, commander, Air Force Test Center, who have emphasized the
value of digital engineering. Chief of Staff of the Air Force Gen.
Charles Brown Jr.'s statement "Accelerate, Change, or Lose" is the
core driver for why we must change as our adversaries are leveraging
innovation and technological advances in developing aerospace systems.
Our acquisition programs arc faced with shortening the acquisition
cycle time as adversaries are now capable of iterating faster. Digital
engineering is widely seen by senior leadership as a key technology
that enables the change required to accelerate weapon system development.
Over the past 18 months, the AEDC Technical Management Office,
with support from the Integrated Analysis Branch, Test Support Division, and the 704th Test Group, has enabled the planning stages in
identifying how digital engineering may be leveraged to improve
AEDC test and evaluation, or T&E, and develop a plan for the future.
Progress includes identifying and submitting digital engineering capability gaps to the AFTC knowledge management portfolio reliance
panel, creating an integrated requirement list for planning and budgeting, and establishing a program objective memorandum request for
funding and manpower starting in fiscal year 2024.

In addition, an effort is underway for improved and more expeditious
common software tools approval process throughout AFTC allowing
AEDC to connect and digitize; optimize operations; and to innovate
and scale efforts with our stakeholders.
The AEDC digital engineering working group is leading an Integrated
Digital Environment effort, or IDE, which defines a digital strategy
roadmap for test business, test execution, test analysis, and modeling
and simulation requirements. This spans the entire infrastructure, process and tools required to execute test and evaluation at AEDC. The
digital engineering working group is reviewing local, AF, DOD and
cloud infrastructure data-driven development and decision making
processes for the purpose of making test and evaluation more collaborative and value added to acquisition programs and test partners.
Many challenges remain to assess what is possible and scalable to
larger IDEs which are being proposed at the AFTC, Air Force Materiel Command and Air Force levels.
At AEDC, we have projects in planning stages as well as pilot projects supporting the Air Force's digital engineering efforts. Some of
these include the Common Test Data Storage System; I6T Flight
Cloud and expansion; asset performance management pilot; condition
based management pilot; Standalone Cloud Hybrid Edge-toEnterprise Evaluation and Test Analysis Suite prototype; and the potential cloud usage of T&E databases; common tools and analysis
software; and business system integrations activities.

The AEDC Engineering Board has established a digital engineering The AEDC team that participated in the November 2021 AFTC and
working group to discuss, coordinate and foster digital engineering Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center, or AFOTEC, Data
emerging technologies and approaches across the complex.
Hackathon took a local problem set, "A versatile open standard with a
robust metadata capability," and was allocated four days to discover
possible solution sets. This team of 10 AEDC engineers and scientists
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Beyond the Speed of Sound: Digital Engineering is
Enabling the Future
Continued
from across several AEDC organizations utilized the hierarchical
data format 5, or HDF5, open source standard to capture necessary
metadata details, improve the efficiency for sharing data, and reduce
the number of AEDC test cells data formats. This tool fully supports
Python and MATLAB, and other current programming tools as well
as outputs to a binary format with built-in compression capabilities.

The next event is scheduled for March 14-18. AEDC plans to expand
to two teams in the next AFTC and AFOTEC Data Hackathon event.
The Team will work to solve current AEDC problem sets utilizing
both local and cloud-based digital environments. If you wish to get
involved with the data science movement please contact
AEDC.CT.WORKFLOW@us.af.mil.

This team successfully enabled change, defined the data fusion problem and produced a proposed HDF5 standard. The "AEDC Data
Wrangling Team" was recognized as the "most impactful" solution
for the AFTC Data Hackathon as determined by the AFTC Leadership panel.

If this kind of work is interesting to you, you should join the AEDC
digital engineering working group and be part of the "Coalition of
the Willing." The team will continue seeking out new opportunities
and innovative ideas for advancing T&E capabilities, and foster the
change required to be viable in an enterprise with accelerated acquisition cycles. Digital engineering increases our value to our test partners.

Innovation Center opening Soon for Employees at Arnold
AFB
Article taken in part from High Mach Publication Vol. 69, No. 1, January 10, 2022
By Bradley Hicks, AEDC Public Affairs
The center is located in Building 536, the former J-4 support building. Team AEDC members wishing to access the facility and the
capabilities housed within will get that the chance in the next few
months.
"The separated center from the typical work areas will help support
breaking away from the 'every day' work or tasks and support focusing on new ideas," said Adam Moon, Air Force project manager
for the Innovation Center.
Presently, the center contains a 3D printer with an 18-inch-by-18inch-by-30-inch print platform, a small-scale subsonic wind tunnel
that was previously owned by a branch within the Arnold Engineering Development Complex, and a computer room with access to the
Arnold Analysis Test Network.

U.S. Air Force photo by Jill Pickett

Above: From right, Adam Moon, Air Force project manager for the
Arnold Engineering Development Complex Innovation Center, and
Dr. Justin Garrard, AEDC Test Operations and Sustainment contractor project manager for the center, discuss potential uses of the lowspeed wind tunnel recently installed in the center at Arnold Air
Force Base, Sept. 29, 2021. The Innovation Center is being created
to provide Innovators a space to research and experiment.

"The AATN gives users access to utilize programs that may not be
readily available on AUNet machines and doesn't require extensive
requests to get installed," Moon said.

Devon Parker and Mike Lazalier were the initial champions for the
development of the Innovation Center during their tenures in the
Members of the AEDC workforce at Arnold Air Force Base will AEDC Capabilities Integration Office.
soon have a place to play around with their innovative concepts.
This figurative "playground," referred to as the Innovation Center, "They envisioned a space where engineers could go be engineers
is being established to offer employees a venue to break away from and build the things they wanted to build to help the mission areas,"
the confines of their desks and cubicle walls to brainstorm, proto- Moon said. "They wanted it to be a place where prototyping could
type, experiment and explore new ideas and fresh concepts that be done for cheap and without requiring a lot of bureaucratic steps
could be applied to the various mission areas at Arnold.
between concept and implementation."
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AEDC Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 Reaches 5000 Run
Mark
Article taken from AEDC Newsletter, May 27, 2022
By Bradley Hicks AEDC Public Affairs
WHITE OAK, MD. — The list of milestones and achievements at
Arnold Engineering Development Complex Hypervelocity Wind
Tunnel 9 recently grew a bit longer.
On April 11, the team at the White Oak, Maryland facility celebrated
the successful completion of 5,000 test runs by Tunnel 9 personnel.
“It’s always exciting when we cross these important milestones, and
the rate at which they have been occurring shows the importance of
Tunnel 9 to the nation,” said Joe Coblish, AEDC White Oak Air
Force site director. “The nation’s highest priority efforts on hypersonic system development outlined in the National Defense Strategy are
supported each and every day at Tunnel 9. I am very proud of the
accomplishments that this team has made in the last few years.”
Tunnel 9 became an Air Force facility in 1997. Its purpose since has
been to provide critical aerodynamic and aerothermal ground test
simulation environment for the development of hypersonic systems;
including critical altitude regimes associated with strategic missile
systems, advanced defensive interceptor systems and hypersonic vehicle technologies.
The facility supports developmental testing for Air Force, Navy, Army, Missile Defense Agency, Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency and NASA programs, as well as advancing hypersonic technologies such as waverider-type vehicles, scramjet inlets and transatmospheric space planes that are being worked by our commercial
industry and DOD Research Labs partners.
Past testing at Tunnel 9 includes aerodynamic, aerothermal, thermalstructural, fundamental, flow physics and computational fluid dynamics validation experiments. In addition, due to its unique test capabilities not available in other U.S. test facilities, fundamental science
and technology test programs have been conducted to advance
knowledge of hypersonic flow physics and mature CFD capabilities.

Photo Credit: U.S. Air Force

Above: Arnold Engineering Development Complex Hypervelocity
Wind Tunnel 9 team members look on as the test crew executes the
5,000th run at the facility located in White Oak, Maryland, on April
11, 2022. Tunnel 9, which became an Air Force facility in 1997, provides aerodynamic and aerothermal ground test simulation environment for the development of hypersonic systems; including altitude
regimes associated with strategic missile systems, advanced defensive interceptor systems and hypersonic vehicle technologies.

Tunnel 9 is classified as a high-Reynolds number, blow-down hypersonic wind tunnel. This means it does not operate continuously like
many of the large engine and wind tunnel facilities of AEDC. Tunnel
9 runs are of short duration, lasting only a few seconds. However,
during each run a large quantity of test data is acquired as the test
article is often swept through an angle-of-attack orientation while
simultaneously collecting static stability and control, surface pressure, and heat transfer data.

Tunnel 9 came online in 1973, around six years after Congress had
granted approval for its construction. Initial runs were performed to The most recent upgrade to Tunnel 9 includes the expansion to
ensure the facility was customer-ready. In 1976, the first-ever cus- Mach18. The Mach 18 capability now available at Tunnel 9 allows
tomer test occurred in support of an Air Force system.
for testing at speeds never before realized in an AEDC wind tunnel.
Calibration of the Mach 18 system was completed in July 2020 and
At the time, the tunnel was operated by the U.S. Navy as part of the the first customer runs occurred in August 2020. The Mach 18 capaNaval Ordnance Laboratory. It would continue to operate in this man- bility has been used extensively during almost every customer test
ner for the better part of two decades but, in 1995, the Base Realign- conducted since initial operational capability, furthering highlighting
ment and Closure commission closed the Navy White Oak site and the importance of this new capability to advancing hypersonic system
threatened to close Tunnel 9.
development.
In the end, however, Tunnel 9 was deemed critical to the nation’s
ground test infrastructure and was kept open. It became an Air Force
facility in October 1997. Tunnel 9 has since continued to provide
renowned capabilities to test hypersonic weapons at speeds as high as
18 times the speed of sound and over a wide range of altitude conditions.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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In December 1984, less than a decade after its first test, Tunnel 9
reached 1,000 runs during a Navy test. In September 1989, the wind
tunnel reached the 2,000 run milestone. By March 2006, Tunnel 9
reached 3,000 runs. Tunnel 9 hit the 4,000 run mark in January 2015.
In its earlier years, Tunnel 9 completed an average of 100 runs-peryear.
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AEDC Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 Reaches 5000 Run
Mark
Continued
Left: A Mach 10 Scramjet-powered vehicle configuration undergoes testing at Arnold Engineering Development Complex Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 in White Oak, Maryland, in 2010. This was among the
thousands of test runs that have now occurred at the facility. On April 11, 2022, the test crew at Tunnel
executed the 5,000th run at Tunnel 9.

Photo Credit: U.S. Air Force

It completed a record number of runs in 1985
and came close to that recently in 2021 as the
new demand for hypersonic testing has rapidly
expanded.

customer test entries scheduled. “The projected
test capacity needs to approach a significant
number of runs per year to meet the demand,”
Coblish said.

“We’ve become very efficient in our test process
and operations at Tunnel 9 by working closely
with our customers to help them focus on critical
data requirements, but also we have crossedtrained our personnel to the maximum extent to
support surge test operations,” Coblish said. “It
has been this flexibility that allowed Tunnel 9 to
respond to cyclical test demand in the past, but
this operation model is not sustainable.”

“The good news is that the DOD has identified
this need to increase capacity and support capability enhancements in response to the expanding test requirements,” he said.

“These critical resources planned across the
FYDP [Future Years Defense Program] will go a
long way to increase staffing and materials to
respond to the increased test operations demand,
as well as enhance the Tunnel 9 capability to
Even with efficiency improvements, due to the support our customers as we move advanced
increased testing demand, the Tunnel 9 facility hypersonic systems forward to deployment.”
is busier than ever before, with back-to-back

TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Test Facilities Operations, Maintenance, and Engineering (TFOME) II
Article taken from AeroSpace FRONTIERS Volume 23 | Issue 12 | December 2021

Ballistic Air Guns, Mock Moon Rocks Aid In Search
For Durable Space Fabrics
The surface of the Moon is a harsh environment with no air, low
gravity, dust, and micrometeorites—tiny rocks or metal particles—
flying faster than 22,000 mph. These conditions can pose a hazard to
astronauts, their dwellings, and spacecraft.

how big and fast the leak is,” said Mike Pereira, Ballistic Impact Lab
technical lead. “Running this type of ballistic impact test is essential
to a variety of NASA aeronautics and space exploration missions to
ensure equipment and materials reliability.”

Engineers at NASA Glenn’s Ballistic Impact Lab are working to In the first series of tests, the team evaluated materials NASA is conhelp the agency select materials for future Artemis missions and sidering for habitats, which are designed to be relatively soft and
predict how they will perform while on the lunar surface.
flexible, but very stiff if struck.
The innovative lab features a 40-foot-long air gun capable of firing
at velocities of 3,000 feet per second. It has become a go-to destination for NASA as it examines situations ranging from the effects of
bird collisions with aircraft to ballistic impacts on spacecraft.

To assess the potential fabrics and gauge how many layers would be
needed to stop micrometeorite penetration, engineers used the facility’s air gun to fire steel ball bearings at various fabrics. The team
connected the air gun to a vacuum chamber to remove air resistance,
allowing it to shoot faster, while a suite of sensors and high-speed
Now, the team has been called to test several different textiles that cameras measured how each material absorbed or deflected energy.
will protect humans during Artemis missions to the Moon and be- The resulting impacts take each fabric to the brink of failure to better
yond.
understand the upper limits of durability and to ensure each can handle the harsh, punishing environment of space exploration.
“If the object is pressurized, a leak can be catastrophic depending on
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Ballistic Air Guns, Mock Moon Rocks Aid In Search
For Durable Space Fabrics
Continued
Other materials tested included spacesuits that could be used
for extravehicular activities on the lunar surface and in orbit.
Understanding how materials respond to impacts is important
for astronaut safety, according to Pereira.
The composite materials were a combination of substances
that include fibers for strength and bonding resins to allow
transfer of stress and energy. To evaluate these potential maAbove: GRC-2020-C-01123 Bridget Caswell.
terials, engineers used the lab’s vertical-impact-drop tester to
Engineers pummeled potential spacesuit materihurl mock simulated moon rocks made of basalt onto potential
als with mock moon rocks made of basalt like
spacesuit materials.

these to see how the fabrics would hold up on the
lunar surface.
Engineers at NASA’s Johnson Space Center are analyzing the

ballistics testing data to determine which materials will be best
for a variety of lunar exploration items.
Above: GRC-2020-C-01110
Photo by Bridget Caswell.
Pereira prepares a verticalimpact-drop tester before a
spacesuit materials test.

The next challenge for the Glenn team is testing materials that could capture space debris. New types of aerogels that are lighter and stronger might be the key to developing and deploying in-space devices given ease of
use and reduced mass for launch.

NASA, GE Complete Historic Hybrid-Electric Propulsion
Tests
Article taken in part from NASA Glenn: Flying Electric without Taking Off | NASA
Located at the agency’s Neil A. Armstrong Test Facility in Sandusky,
Ohio, NASA’s Electric Aircraft Testbed (NEAT) allows U.S. technology developers from industry, academia, and government to take experimental aircraft power systems through their design, development,
assembly, and test phases. “There are many technical challenges associated with building and testing hybrid-electric propulsion systems,”
said Bob Pearce, associate administrator for NASA’s Aeronautics
Research Mission Directorate.

the addition of megawatt-class motors, generators, and converters. Its
final hurdle, the altitude integration testing, launched in 2021. Using
NEAT’s large altitude chamber, test personnel operated two sets of
complete hybrid electric systems representing the right and left engines of an aircraft at a flight level up to 45,000 feet.
“Together, we reached a historic testing milestone of a high power,
high voltage hybrid electric integrated system operating at altitude
conditions in NASA’s NEAT facility,” Ali said. “The successful completion of this testing has positioned us well for continued development of a megawatt-class hybrid-electric propulsion system.” The
tests were the culmination of years work under a Space Act Agreement between GE and NASA to use the NEAT facility.

So, when engineers at GE Aviation sought to test its megawatt-class,
multi-kilovolt hybrid electric propulsion system–designed to be powerful enough for a single-aisle commercial airliner–NEAT had the
capabilities they needed. “GE is incredibly proud to have partnered
with NASA for decades on pioneering new aviation technologies that
make propulsion safer, quieter and more sustainable,” said Mohamed With ground testing complete, NASA
Ali, Vice President and General Manager of Engineering for GE.
and GE will now transition to flight testing under the agency’s Electrified
Operated by NASA’s Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, NEAT is Powertrain Flight Demonstration prounique among other aeronautical laboratories because it features the ject, which seeks to introduce electrified
ability to test full-scale propulsion systems at simulated high altitudes. aircraft propulsion technologies to the
“NEAT and the experts at NASA Glenn allow us to perform tests U.S. commercial short-range and rewithout ever leaving the ground. This capability significantly reduces gional aviation markets during the next
safety risks and costs,” Pearce said. GE’s system includes power con- decade.
trol systems, electric motors, power converters, and power transmisRight: The GE Hybrid-Electric Motor
sions. These components must be tested together at simulated altitude
and
its related components were tested
because of issues that can affect electrical system performance in
in
NASA’s
Electric Test Bed (NEAT) in
flight, but not at ground level. That’s why NEAT’s capabilities are so
Sandusky,
Ohio on Oct. 10, 2021.
important. GE began its test campaign in 2019 and scaled it up though
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Test Facilities Operations, Maintenance, and Engineering (TFOME)
Article taken in part from NASA Glenn: Taming the BOOM | NASA

Supersonic Flight: Taming the Boom
By Doreen Zudell with Jimi Russell; NASA Glenn Research Center

NASA hopes the ban on commercial
supersonic flight over land can be lifted
by replacing the loud sonic boom with a
softer sonic “thump.” A sonic boom
happens when the shock waves from an
object traveling through the air faster
than the speed of sound merge together
before they reach the ground. Sonic
booms generate enormous amounts of
sound energy, about 110 decibels, like
the sound of an explosion or a thunderclap.

sults from the tests are encouraging, as
the shock waves produced by the model
were a match, in both position and
strength, to those from earlier computer
models for quieter supersonic flight.
Schlieren imagery and pressure measurement are both critical to NASA’s
ability to compare wind tunnel data with
computer modeling. These capabilities
improve the team’s capacity to understand and predict actual sonic thumps
during future X-59 flights. NASA has
also developed schlieren imaging capabilities for flight that will also be used
during upcoming flight campaigns.

Through the unique design of the X-59
Quiet
SuperSonic
Technology
(QueSST) airplane, NASA aims to reduce the sonic boom to make it much
quieter.

Engineers with the agency’s Commercial
Supersonic Technology (CST) project recently used a small-scale model of the X59 in NASA Glenn's 8- by 6-foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel to visualize the agency’s boom-reducing technology and validate its boom-predicting capabilities.

Above: A schlieren image of the X-59 smallscale model captured inside NASA Glenn’s 8-by6-foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. These images
are used to predict sonic booms and verify computer-based modeling. (Photo Credit: NASA
Glenn)

“This is the team’s opportunity to get data
at the low sound levels produced in the
tunnel,” said Clayton Meyers, deputy project manager of the CST project. “It all
comes down to our ability to measure the
thump.”

“With the X-59, we want to demonstrate
that we can reduce the annoying sonic
booms to something much quieter, referred to as ‘sonic thumps,’” said John
Wolter, lead researcher on the X-59 sonic boom wind tunnel test. “The goal is to
provide noise and community response
data to regulators, which could result in
new rules for overland supersonic flight.
The test proved that we don’t just have
quieter aircraft design, but that we also
have the accurate tools needed to predict
the noise of future aircraft.”

The model will travel to Tokyo in
March for additional wind tunnel verifiPhoto Credit: NASA Glenn
cation testing with the Japan Aerospace
The model—measuring about a foot and a
Above: The X-59 small-scale model is seen in
Exploration Agency and Boeing. NASA
NASA Glenn’s 8-by-6-foot Supersonic Wind
half in length—was subjected to weeks of
and Lockheed Martin are currently finaltesting in the tunnel, producing shock Tunnel. The model was inverted with the shock izing the build of the X-59 at the Skunkwave sensor array mounted on the tunnel’s
waves that were captured by special camworks facility in California. In late
ceiling during the testing.
eras mounted outside the test section and
2022, NASA and Lockheed Martin will
by a unique sensor array inside. The
begin initial flight tests to prove airunique schlieren images from the cameras
worthiness. Following flight testing,
provide engineers with a visualization of the shock waves and NASA will then verify that the aircraft’s quiet supersonic techtheir positions as air passes around the model. The sensor pro- nology performs in flight as designed before transitioning to the
vides detailed measurement of the strength of the shocks. Re- community overflight phase.
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center
Test Facilities Operations, Maintenance, and Engineering (TFOME) II
Article taken from AeroSpace Engineers, January 2022

Employees Recognized For Roles in Human
Spaceflight Safety
Space Flight Awareness Team Awards
NASA’s Space Flight Awareness (SFA) Program has recognized Glenn employees for their roles in astronaut safety and mission success in the challenging task of flying humans in the hostile environment of space.
Two ceremonies were held virtually last November to acknowledge six Glenn SFA Teams and three Trailblazer award recipients. Former Glenn Deputy Center Director Susan Motil participated in both events.
The SFA is a NASA-managed recognition program for NASA civil servants and contractors. These individuals have major responsibilities for human spaceflight safety and mission success.

Orion Service Module T–0 Collet
Stress Assessment Team

Space Launch System Mission
and Fault Management Team

This team was awarded for their critical analytical support of the
Service Module T–0 Collet for successful flight readiness
certification. The T–0 Collet is part of the T–0 Umbilical
separation mechanism that connects the Orion vehicle to the
ground support system before launch. It is critical to ensure that
this mechanism will operate reliably without any failures during
launch.

This team was awarded for outstanding contributions toward the
development of the Space Launch System (SLS) Mission and
Fault Management flight computer algorithms, and operational
and engineering analysis support of those algorithms during
Green Run validation tests. These contributions were integral to
test verification of the SLS Block 1 core stage for the Artemis I
Mission.

Team members: Matthew Appleby, Douglas Astler, Louis
Ghosn, Jennifer Hayes (lead), Michael Politi, Elliot Schmidt,
Linda Yoon (NASA); Robert Allen (HX5 Sierra)

Team members: Edmond Wong (lead) (NASA); Michael A.
Mackin and William A. Maul (HX5 LCC)

Config 7 Post Test Correlation Work Team

Medical Extensible Dynamic Probabilistic
Risk Assessment Tool (MEDPRAT) Team

This team was awarded for their critical support of the Service
Module
Structural
Qualification
Testing
Campaign
(Configuration 7) for Artemis I. The NASA Orion Service
Module
Structures
Team assumed
multiple
in-line
responsibilities, which enabled the success of an important
vehicle assembly level test (known as Configuration 7 from the
test campaign) that included national and international partners.

This team was awarded for the development of a computational
analysis tool to predict medical event occurrence and estimate
resource utilization, and performance impacts for human
spaceflight missions. In adopting an Agile Development
approach, this dedicated team provided customer-focused
versions of the tool available for early use by the Human
Research Program.

Team members: Rula Coroneos, Louis Ghosn, Jennifer Hayes
(lead), John Ramsey, Elliot Schmidt, Lizalyn Smith, John
Thesken, Jerald Thompson and Linda Yoon (NASA); Robert
Allen (HX5 Sierra); John Shaker (NovaTek Engineering)

Team members: Kyle Gee, Lauren McIntyre (lead), Jerry Myers
(NASA); Lawrence Leinweber (ZIN Technologies)

Read AeroSpace Frontiers online at
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/news/
AF/index.html
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CMOE Contract: NASA Langley Research Center
Dan Lowe, Chief Operating Officer, Visits LaRC
For the first time since the start of the COVID pandemic, Dan
Lowe, Sierra Lobo, Inc. Chief Operating Officer, was able to
visit the Wolf Pack at NASA Langley. Sierra Lobo staff support the Center Maintenance, Operations, and Engineering
(CMOE) contract. During the visit, Dan met with members of
the General Managers staff, CMOE’s leadership team, and
hosted an all-hands luncheon for the Sierra Lobo employees.
Matthew Hayden provided an in-depth facility tour of the compressor station for Dan, along with Paul Morris and Kay Corr.
Matthew is highly relied upon as the most senior member of
the compressor station staff.

Photo Credit: Kay Corr

Above: Matthew Hayden, left,
and Dan Lowe, right, at the NASA
Langley Compressor Station.

Photo Credit: Kay Corr

Above: Dan Lowe, left, and Matthew Hayden, right, at the NASA
Langley Compressor Station.

We Are Known by the Tracks We Leave...

Photo Credit: Kay Corr

Above: LSS IOC Project team members, Kay Corr second
from the left.

There is a commitment to innovation and improvements within the Sierra Lobo
company. Using the skills learned through a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt facili(Photo
Credit: NASA)
tator
certification
course
at
NASA
LaRC,
Kay
Corr has supported many process improvement activities and projects. Currently the Integrated Operations Center (IOC) has embarked on an IOC Innovation
Roadmap to discover process efficiencies through a smart centralized
knowledge approach, configuration management of monitored alarms, facility
support and reporting, and training and knowledge capture. As a member of the
Wolf Pack, Kay is dedicated to the notion of leaving a place better than how we
found it. Upon related progress presentations, the CMOE management determined the LSS IOC project would be the current Area of Special Emphasis,
giving the highest level of exposure to the team and their achievements.

Richard “Dean” Burnett Retires
Following 41 years at NASA Langley Research Center, Richard “Dean” Burnett has retired on
April 8, 2022. Dean achieved many contributions directly to the NASA mission. In his final
days, Dean noted he will still be found occasionally at St. George’s Brewery located between
the NASA gate and his home in Poquoson, VA. St. George’s is a favorite spot for many colleagues as well. As the supervisor of the Rigging Shop at LaRC, Dean supported many NASA
Missions, including testing of the Orion capsule. To see the rigging team in action, visit the
NASA Langley Flickr site.

Photo Credit: Kay Corr

Photo credits: NASA Langley Flickr
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VASBA Mixer a Success
Sierra Lobo is one of the founding corporate sponsors of the Virginia Business Association (VASBA), the
premier statewide nonprofit trade association representing all aspects of the aerospace industry in the
Commonwealth of Virginia. Membership has continually grown in the ten years since VASBA was created, and now includes more than 25 companies, as well as academia, nonprofits and individuals who represent many facets of the aerospace industry. VASBA has proved to be an effective advocate to federal, state
and local policymakers, and holds a variety of events to provide networking opportunities for active and
retired colleagues, industry leaders, and government representatives.
VASBA’s three main goals are:
Heighten Awareness and Communication by promoting aerospace sector interests across Virginia, increasing national awareness of Virginia aerospace activities, develop communities with interest in and knowledge of aerospace, and provide the aerospace community and policy makers with a unified message.
Promote Business Development and Increased Economic Growth, striving to increase business opportunities for industry, government
and universities, and improve the overall economic health of the region and the state.
Cultivate the Aerospace Workforce and Promote Professional Development by offering professional networking and workforce development opportunities; and by reinforcing STEM related activities, leading to an expanded and highly skilled future aerospace workforce
for the Commonwealth.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Left: The Nick Kepics Jazz Band
entertaining Spring Mixer
guests.
Photo Credit: SLI

Photo Credit: SLI

Sierra Lobo Reserve Corps employee, Jack Schlank, has sat on the VASBA Board of Directors since its inception, holding officer positions that include Vice-President and President. He also serves as the Chairman of their Educational Outreach Committee. Kay Corr, Sierra Lobo’s CMOE Program Manager at NASA Langley Research Center, also serves on the VASBA Educational Outreach Committee.
Each year the Virginia AeroSpace Business Association’s Educational Outreach Committee identifies sponsorship funds for K – 12 STEM
related activities, and scholarships for students pursuing engineering degrees at both two- and four-year schools. Due to the COVID pandemic, VASBA had to do without two-years’ worth of funds for our 2021 STEM contributions, relying on a reserve account and limiting
donations to half that of previous years. To jump start the budget for 2022, VASBA held its first annual Spring Mixer this past May. Offered at the beautiful James River Country Club, an outdoor cocktail hour and buffet dinner was hosted on the banks of the James, with
smooth jazz provided by a local band. Over $1,000 was raised during this first attempt, and feedback made it clear that participants are
eager for VASBA to hold the mixers soon.
VASBA events in the works for the rest of 2022 include a luncheon presentation and site tour at NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility,
(currently in the planning stages), and an Expo hosted in conjunction with the Hampton Roads chapter of Autonomous Unmanned Vehicles International, which includes the annual VASBA Gala, scheduled for September 29.
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A Note from our Chief Operating Officer, Daniel R. Lowe
Dear Sierra Lobo Team,
During the first half of 2022, SLI team members have made significant contributions to the nation’s
defense and aerospace technology development efforts.
We started the TEST3 contract at NASA WSTF and completed a successful first quarter of contract
performance as a result of the hard work of our employees, management team, and corporate staff.
We anticipate the remainder of 2022 to be very busy with new business development efforts in progress,
potential award and start of new contracts, along with hiring and onboarding new SLI team members at
all locations.
Photo Credit: SLI

Daniel R. Lowe, Chief
Operating Officer, SLI.

As part of SLI’s company culture, we strive to foster excellent service for our customers and growth of
our employees, and we actively promote a work culture that values, respects, and ensures the highest
level of safety for all team members. We empower each person to achieve their goals so that they can
thrive in their work and personal life.
In this newsletter, we provide highlights of our people, product, and services. We hope you enjoy your
reading!
Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Lowe
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful resources through one of
the following channels:

Facebook:
Twitter:
LinkedIn:
Instagram:

www.facebook.com/sierralobo
www.twitter.com/sierralobo
www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
@sierralobo

We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize these resources to quickly and efficiently disperse
company and industry news to our employees, customers, teammates, and all those with interest in the
industry. It is also a great way to keep up with the latest work on our projects and contracts. By following our
company on LinkedIn, becoming a fan on Facebook, or following our tweets on Twitter, you can be sure that
you will hear the latest information first.

CorporateNews
Interns were offered the opportunity to attend the July 19, 2022, Maryland Space
Business Roundtable luncheon. Sierra Lobo, member of the Maryland Space
Business Roundtable, hosted GSFC Pathways Intern, Yehia Helwa. The event
featured Dr. Christopher Scolese, Director, National Reconnaissance Office.
Yehia, we wish you the best in your future endeavors!

Photo Credit: SLI

Above: Intern Introductions at Martin’s Crosswinds, Greenbelt, Maryland.
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Jeff’s Quality Corner
Mobile Workforce Phenomenon Increases needed awareness of
SH&E and Quality Management Plans
As the country recovers from the Covid-19 Pandemic
with a surge in workforce employment options, we
are seeing the emergence of a mobile workforce phenomenon. For this reason and others, our Safety,
Health, and Environmental (SH&E) and Quality
Management personnel must remain alert to increased
risk of injuries or damage to equipment as we prepare
new personnel to safely approach their work from an
informed position.

We all have a part to play in the safe and effective
transition to Post-Covid work life. We are all responsible for our own safety, as well as the safety of others in the workplace. We must stay alert to circumstances that indicate the need to exercise our right and
obligation to stop work at any time when we perceive
the threat of injury or equipment damage during work
activities.

This same stop-work right and obligation applies to
This situation mandates that we remain focused upon the implementation of quality assurance and quality
the development, delivery, and verification of effec- control requirements.
tiveness of new employee orientation, as well as regular refresher training.
Both SH&E Plans and Quality Plans feature the concept of Continuous Improvement as a central princiThe fact that we have seen the same “changeover” of ple. If we remain vigilant to the fact that a percentage
staff in our Safety and Quality contract organizations of our staff is new to our organizations, the imbrings additional risk to our daily operations. Fortu- portance of effective training is paramount.
nately, we have the tools, processes, and procedures
in place to effectively mitigate these risks to a man- We all have the responsibilities for our own safety
ageable level.
and the safety of others. By keeping this in mind, we
will safely navigate through this transitional period to
All Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) worksites have available a future state of assured safety and health, effective
SH&E Plans, as well as Quality Management Pro- environmental stewardship, and an even higher level
gram Plans. These Plans are provided by either SLI, of quality service excellence.
when we are the prime contractor, or by our Prime
business partners when SLI is a subcontractor.

Photo Credit: SLI

Jeff Sultzbaugh,
Director of Contracts
and Purchasing &
Mission Assurance,
SLI.

CorporateNews

Fire Extinguisher Safety Training Takes Place at TDEC East
In support of its dedication to employee safety, Sierra Lobo provided fire extinguisher training on July 18, 2022, at the Milan office.
The training was provided by Charlie Hillman of Superior Fire Services.

Photo Credit: SLI

Training included learning different classes of fires, parts of a fire
extinguisher, precautions, and the use of the PASS technique. Participants were also trained in situation assessment in regards to deciding the best course of action. Practice was included through controlled conditions set up by Superior Fire Services.

Photo Credit: SLI

Left: Mike Bower, Network Database Administrator (top left), Cody Cornowski,
Electrical Engineer (top right), and Chloe Kenet, Thermal Analyst Intern
(bottom) complete their training.
Photo Credit: SLI
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Sierra Lobo Attends Army Aviation
Mission Solutions Summit
The 2022 Annual Army Aviation Association of America (AAAA) Summit is a gathering of U.S. Army Leadership, U.S. Government Leadership, Aviation Industry
Corporations, and allied Foreign Military Organizations
that allows for presentation of plans, capabilities, solutions, platforms, and future activities associated with
U.S. Army Aviation, as well as Industry. From April 35, 2022, all gathered in Nashville at the Gaylord Opryland Hotel and Convention Center for discussions and
presentations outlining current needs and capability
along with Industry presentations of platforms and solutions.
Static displays of various rotary wing, unmanned, and
fixed wing aircraft in the current force as well as future
platforms were abundant. In addition, associated sensor
solutions, self-protection capability (Aircraft Survivability Equipment), weapons and other various Mission
Equipment Packages (MEP) were displayed and
demonstrated.

Right: Derek Gillenwater, former
U.S. Army Aviation NCO, Business Development SLI Craig
Naudain, U.S. Army COL (Ret),
President of the Naudain Group
and former Exec VP SAIC Paul
Elliott, U.S. Army LtCOL (Ret),
President of FBILLC and former
VP of Agusta Helicopter U.S. Al
Abejon, U.S. Army (Ret) Master
Army Aviator, U.S. Army PM Director Combat Aviation Brigade
Architecture Integration Lab
(CABAIL).

AAAA Summit is the ideal place to discuss teaming,
solutions, and capability for Industry and the Warfighter. In addition, during the AAAA Summit, awards are
presented to outstanding Warfighters.

Left and below: Derek and
Ken Rozelsky, VP Helicopter
FMS Business Development
Leonardo U.S., standing beside a AW119M being displayed for potential use with
the U.S. Army and U.S. Air
Force.

U.S. Army Leadership Notables in attendance this
year were:
• GEN James McConville, Chief of Staff, U.S. Army
• MG David Frances, USAACE Commanding General
• LTG Thomas Todd, Deputy Commanding General
for Acquisitions and Systems Management
• BG Robert Barrie, Program Executive Officer
Aviation (PEO Aviation)
• Mr. Jeffrey Langhout, Dir., Combat Capabilities
Development Command Aviation & Missile Center

Photo Credit: SLI

Photo Credit: SLI

Photo Credit: SLI

Right: Army Aviation Mission Solutions Summit display
for the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(SOAR), also known as the Night Stalkers. Aircraft from
left to right, AH-6M - Newest Little Bird, MH-60M - Blackhawk, MH-6M - Little Bird.

Photo Credit: SLI
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SLI Sponsorship and Events
Sierra Lobo has sponsored and attended events at our contracting sites and well beyond in support of our current and future customers,
programs like STEM and Robotics Clubs, College and University Career Fairs, and more. Here are a few examples of events and programs we have sponsored since our last newsletter.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Space Symposium
Training & Simulation Industry Symposium
(TSIS)
Hypersonics Summit – Washington DC
John Glenn Memorial Symposium
MSFC Partnership Forum
NASA Johnson Space Center Small Business Council Night of Flight Event
Robert H. Goddard Memorial Dinner and
Symposium
MSBR Luncheons
Army Aviation Assoc of America (AAAA)
Nashville Annual Symposium
2022 Kurt Debus Dinner
Virginia Business Association (VASBA)
Mixer
STEM programs across the country

Photo Credits: SLI Business Development

STEMEngagement

Return of the Battling Robots: NASA Volunteers
Support Robotics Competition
Article taken from Return of the Battling Robots: NASA Volunteers Support Students | NASA
By Jan Wittry, NASA’s Glenn Research Center
When the FIRST Robotics Buckeye Regional Competition returned
to Cleveland in March for the first time since 2019, nobody was
more excited than the high school student competitors. They came
from Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York with their robots to vie for
a spot in the international championship. But joy also shone on the
faces of the volunteers and mentors who helped make the competition possible.

petition, teams competed in a game called RAPID REACT, inspired by the future of high-speed transportation. The robots began
on a tarmac and raced to shoot balls into an upper and lower hub
before returning to their hangars and climbing as many rungs as
possible.

Head referee Erin Hubbard had a close-up view of the action. “I
like being a referee, because I enjoy seeing the competition and it’s
“I just love seeing all the students here learning and meeting basically the best seat in the house being right next to the field,” she
friends. The atmosphere is fantastic,” said Herb Schilling, a com- said.
puter scientist at NASA’s Glenn Research Center in Cleveland.
“It’s a lot of fun. You get to meet awesome young people and see Hubbard, who supports Glenn’s Facilities and Testing Division, got
them grow. You get to build a robot, code a robot, everything about hooked on FIRST Robotics 20 years ago when she was a student at
it is great. I don’t know why everyone doesn’t do it.”
The Ohio State University mentoring a high school team. She has
remained involved since then, but this year was special because
Schilling, who mentored two Cleveland area teams, was one of FIRST named her the Buckeye Regional’s Outstanding Volunteer
dozens of Glenn employees who served as mentors, judges, refer- of the Year.
ees, and other volunteers. The center supported the event through
grants and helped coordinate it while sponsoring nine Ohio teams. According to Hubbard, hands-on experience and competition play
an important role in engaging students and preparing them for
Students worked with their mentors for six weeks to design a robot STEM careers.
using a kit of parts and a standard set of rules. At the regional com-
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Return of the Battling Robots: NASA Volunteers
Support Robotics Competition
Continued
“It’s great to see the expressions on their faces when they come to us
for help, and we make a part for them or we fix their parts,” said
Csongor Hollohazy, who works as a tool and die maker at Glenn.
“They’re so elated to put it back on their robot. They’re back in business.”
Seven teams from the Buckeye Regional qualified to advance to the
International Championships in Houston April 20 – 23, and two
NASA Glenn-sponsored teams received special honors. Though they
will not compete in the championship, the Metrobots from Metro
Early College High School in Columbus, Ohio, won the Gracious
Professionalism Award, and the BotCats from Grandview Heights
High School in Columbus won the Judge’s Award.
The annual global tournament is organized by the nonprofit FIRST
(For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) to encourage students to embark on STEM careers. NASA has supported
the FIRST Robotics Competition for many years by providing grants
to high school teams and sponsoring FIRST regional competitions.

Photo Credit: NASA

Above: Erin Hubbard, who served as the head referee, was named
Outstanding Volunteer of the Year. Hubbard supports Glenn’s Facilities and Testing Division.

Photo Credit: NASA

“Being in the classroom, you learn about the math and the physics
behind these things,” Hubbard said. “But when you actually get involved with a project that has deadlines and physical tasks to be completed, it’s the application of all the things you’ve learned.”
Schilling said the competition also helps build the students’ confidence: “They’re doing electrical work, using pretty sophisticated coding techniques, drilling holes, and it’s like ‘hey I can do this stuff.’”
Along with confidence and hands-on experience, sometimes the students need a little extra help. In this fast-paced competition, unexpected mechanical problems can eliminate a team. When the students can’t fix a problem, they head to the machine shop, sponsored
by Sierra Lobo and run by Glenn support service contractors. The
shop is equipped with a drill press, welder, band saw, mill, and lathe.

Above: Herb Schilling, (center) mentors the AstroCircuits, a
team of students from Cleveland’s John Marshall School of
Information Technology, during the FIRST Buckeye Regional
on March 25. Schilling leads Glenn’s scientific computing and
visualization team.

Photo Credit: NASA

Left: The Metrobots from Metro
Early College High School, a
Glenn-sponsored team, won the
Gracious Professional Award.

Photo Credit: NASA
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NASA WSTF 2022 FIRST Robotics Competition
goal for students to
pursue careers in technology and science.
The world-wide kickoff event was held on
January 8, 2022, where
the game was introduced. All teams received their base kit of Photo Credit: Shawn Lonasee
parts and thus was the
start of the season.
Teams began to design and build robots in accordance with the
game objectives and established rules. Competitions were held from
the beginning of March through the end of April 2022.

Photo Credit: Shawn Lonasee

2022 was a return to normalcy for the FIRST (For Inspiration and
Recognition of Science and Technology Robotics Competition
(www.firstinspires.org). NASA JSC White Sands Test Facility
(WSTF) is in partnership with the NASA Robotics Alliance Working Group (RAWG) which helps promote youth participation in
robotics.

This year’s competition was called Rapid React and consisted of
robots collecting cargo and transporting them around simulating
cargo activity around an airport. The 2 minute, 30 second, game was
played by six teams split into two alliances competing against each
other. The first 15 seconds was the autonomous period when the
robot would operate on its own. After the autonomous period, human players would take over control to collect oversized tennis balls
WSTF sponsored two house teams this year, Team #1164 Project and load them into a 4-ft goal and 8-ft goal located in the center of
NEO and Team #2657 Deming Thundercats. Project NEO was start- the playing field. During the last 30 seconds, the robots would try to
ed in 2003 and is composed of students from the local Las Cruces climb and hang from a 3-level hanger for bonus points.
high schools. The Thundercats are from Deming High School and
first started competing in 2008. The Thundercats were unable to Project NEO traveled to Amarillo, Texas, and participated in the
compete this year.
FIRST in Texas District Amarillo Event from March 31 – April 2,
2022. The event had 56 qualification matches. They finished in 23 rd
WSTF sponsors the house teams financially and provides mentor- place and were selected to partner with one of the top eight teams to
ship. WSTF employees help evaluate designs and provide technical compete in the finals. Project NEO was unable to get past the quarguidance to the teams. This year, Shawn Lonasee, a Propulsion De- terfinal round.
partment Engineer, provided the technical mentorship to Project
NEO. His daughter, Caitlyn, was a member of the team working on Project NEO faced many challenges while designing, building, and
mechanics and some programming.
testing its 120-pound robot. One team member was the only returning member from last year’s team. Through teamwork and collaboProject NEO had eight high ration, they were able to face and overcome those challenges. Aside
schools designing and build- from their busy high school lives, they put in long hours before traving the robot. Six non-WSTF eling to Amarillo. The four sophomores and four seniors felt accommentors help organize and plished and were glad to be a part of this experience. This was anoperate the team. Jeff Harris
other successful year for the mentors of Project NEO.
and Rick Pierce have been
with the team since it started.
Two students who were
members of the team during
high school have returned as
mentors to the team while
attending New Mexico State
University (NMSU).
The FIRST program started
in 1989 by accomplished
inventor, Dean Kamen. Since
then, the program has exPhoto Credit: Shawn Lonasee
panded world-wide and provides robotics and STEM programs for ages 4–18, with the ultimate
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SLI-Sponsored Mavericks Compete in 2022 FIRST Robotics Competition, Qualify for World Championship
A team of
Sierra Lobosponsored
high school
students
from
EHOVE
Career Center and other
schools near
Milan, Ohio,
Photo Credit: SLI
recently
competed in two Regional Events and the World Championship as
part of the 2022 FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC). Team 2252 –
also known as the Mavericks – competed at the Greater Pittsburgh
Regional (California, PA), the Smokey Mountain Regional
(Knoxville, TN), and the World Championship held at the George
R. Brown Convention Center in Houston, TX. The team finished
the season with an overall record of 29 wins and 7 losses, with the
highlight of the season becoming the #8 ranked team (of 75) and
member of the #7 Alliance on the Hopper field at the World Championship with a record of 9-4-0. Prior to this, the team were Regional Finalists and won the Judge’s Award at the Smokey Mountain Regional. This was a rebuilding year for the team as a result of
the mid-season cancellation of 2020 competitions and the lack of a
traditional FRC competition in 2021.

the globe. They did this with the help of more than 25,800 mentors
and other adult supporters. Student participants were eligible to
apply for over $80M in college scholarships specifically for FRC
participants, provided by over 200 different sources.

Each approximately 130 lb. robot is designed and built by its team
over a six-week period in
January and February, and is
tailored to play a different
game each year. This year’s
competition was called
“RAPID REACTSM Presented by the Boeing Company,” an air-cargo-themed
contest in which alliances of
three robots seek to earn
points via placement of Cargo Balls into Upper and
Lower Hubs while their opponents seek to do the same.
The event is played on a 27’
Photo Credit: SLI
x 54’ field. In the first 20
seconds of each match, robots work autonomously to place Cargo
Balls. During the 120-second teleoperated period, human operators
control their robots to continue placing Cargo Balls to increase their
score. Additional points and higher rankings were awarded to robots that could Traverse a series of Rungs (akin to climbing a playThe goal of the FRC is to inspire high school age students to pursue ground jungle gym) within their Hanger.
careers in science and technology fields. This marks the fifteenth
year that the SLI TDEC facility has sponsored the individual team. For more information about FIRST and the FRC, go to
NASA is also a major national sponsor of the competition, with an www.firstinspires.org. To become a SLI volunteer or mentor, conadditional 3,000+ sponsors at a variety of levels. 2022 marks the tact Alex Yeckley at the SLI Milan office (419-499-9653, x115).
31st FIRST Robotics Competition, with over 80,600 high school All SLI contract sites are encouraged to become involved in sponstudents from 28 countries organized into over 3,225 teams. Since sorship and volunteer opportunities. Technical skills are NOT reits founding, the program has reached over 2.5 million youth across quired.

Sierra Lobo and Perkins High School Reach Milestone
in Preparation for Foras Promineo Cubesat Mission
Sierra Lobo and Perkins High School recently completed the structure of their cubesat called Foras Promineo (Latin for “outreach”).
During the week of August 8, the structure underwent a compatibility check with a fit gauge to ensure correct release from the International Space Station by a Nanoracks CubeSat Deployer. The structure is a combination of custom parts designed by Sierra Lobo for
our backplane-based cubesat bus, an off-the shelf structure that was
machined to meet the needs of Perkins’ payload, and parts that were
made using a laser cutter at Perkins HS.

based on the open source PyCubed framework. Sierra Lobo modified
the design for compatibility with our backplane system and released
the modified boards, as well as our backplane and structure, as an
open source design available at Sierra Lobo’s GitHub site (https://
github.com/Sierra-Lobo).

Sierra Lobo has established a ground station at its TDEC facility that
can receive data from cubesats that use the LoRa communications
protocol. Perkins HS, with the assistance of the Sandusky Radio Experimental League, is establishing a similar ground station at the
The electronics for Foras Promineo’s bus and payload have now ma- school with a higher gain antenna, as well as a mechanism for tracktured to their final development version. After testing of the com- ing azimuth and elevation. The school’s ground station will be used
plete development model, flight electronics will be fabricated. The for communication with the Foras Promineo cubesat.
bus subsystems include a Mainboard and Battery Board that are
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Sierra Lobo and Perkins High School Reach Milestone
In Preparation for Foras Promineo Cubesat Mission
Continued
This summer has seen significant progress on flight software for the
mission. Five computer science interns are working on the software:
Ian Borton (Ohio State University), Noah Brodke (Bowling Green
State University), Bryce Putman (Ohio State), Roshan Rachapudi
(Purdue University), and Eric Tang (Carnegie Mellon University).
They are joined by two electrical engineering interns, Caden Hillis
(University of Toledo) and Suvan Patel (Ohio State), as well as aerospace engineering intern Chloe Kenet (Case Western Reserve University). The flight software builds on the PyCubed framework and incorporates legacy code from our CryoCube mission. Following the Foras
Promineo mission, a majority of the code will be reused on our upPhoto Credit: SLI
coming BaLTO satellite.
Foras Promineo is currently manifested on the NG-19 mission to deliver cargo to the ISS, scheduled to launch in February 2023. Sierra
Lobo and Perkins HS will hand over the cubesat to Nanoracks for
integration at the end of November 2022.

Above: Summer 2022 TDEC Interns.
From left to right: Bryce Putman, Ian
Borton, Eric Tang, Suvan Patel, Noah Brodke, Chloe Kenet, Caden Hillis, and Roshan Rachapudi.

Right: Foras
Promineo flight
structure ready for
deployer fit check.

Photo Credit: tinygs.com
Photo Credit: SLI

Above: Foras Promineo
structure in Nanoracks
fit gauge.

Photo Credit: SLI

Above: Packets successfully received
and decoded by SLI ground station in
Milan, Ohio.

TheWolfPack
Welcome to the Pack

New Additions to the Pack
Name

Title

Location/Contract

Gillenwater, Derek

Business Development Capture Manager

CORP

Patel, Suvan

Electrical Engineer Intern

CORP

Gilbert, Molly

Buyer III

CORP

Tang, Eric

Computer Science Intern

CORP

Brodke, Noah

Computer Science Intern

CORP

Putman, Bryce

Computer Science Intern

CORP

Ryle, Stephen

Senior Test Engineer

CORP

Kent, Chole

Thermal Analyst Intern

CORP

Borton, Ian

Computer Science Intern

CORP
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Come, my friends,
‘Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

Welcome to the Pack

New Additions to the Pack (Continued)

Name

Title

Location/Contract

Stergin, Gary

Subject Matter Expert

CORP

Rachapudi, Roshan

Computer Science Intern

CORP

Phimmakaysone, Veunkham

Electrical Technician II

Alessi, Michael

Electrical Engineer Intern

RTES

Dorn, Isabel

Aero-Mechanical Engineer Intern

RTES

Gillette, Erin

Aero-Mechanical Engineer Intern

RTES

Meza, Damian

Aerospace Mechanical Engineer Intern

RTES

Hanlon, Michael

Aerospace Systems Analyst

RTES

Rodriguez, Mary

HR Coordinator

TEST3

Madrid, Adrian

Work Controller C

TEST3

Salmon, Brandon

Production Control Clerk

TEST3

Jones, Kyle

Chem Analyst Tech C

TEST3

Lett, Kevin

Engineer IV

TEST3

Natewa, Vernon

Project Lead/Engineer IV

TEST3

Delgado, Armando

Engineer IV

TEST3

Linford, Jordan

Mechanical Engineer Intern

TEST3

Quintana, Gilbert

Mechanical Engineer I

TEST3

Cuevas, Yessenia

Project Specialist

TEST3

Ceniceros, Sarah

Business Integration Lead

TEST3

Chavez, Sulema

Business Specialist 2

TEST3

Fields, Stephen

Safety and Mission Assurance Manager

TEST3

Moffet-Carvalho, Holland

Quality Branch Manager

TEST3

Knoblauch, Nicole

Safety Professional

TEST3

OMES II

(Continued on page 26)
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Welcome to the Pack

New Additions to the Pack (Continued)
Name

Title

Location/Contract

Perales, Abraham

Clean Room Tech C

TEST3

Lopez, Davisin

Mechanical Engineer I

TEST3

Sivakumar, Pranav

Mechanical Engineer I

TEST3

Heredia, Daniel

Mechanical Engineer III

TEST3

Abbott, Natalie

Technical Writer I

TEST3

Gutierrez, Melorie

Chem Analyst Tech C

TEST3

Hobson, Aaron

Engineer IV

TEST3

Godinez, Mario

Mechanical Engineer II

TEST3

Werner, Kyle

Depot Systems Test Tech C

TEST3

Berryhill, William

Depot Systems Test Tech C

TEST3

Doble-Farmer, Delia

Training Specialist

TEST3

Barrio, Ryan

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Martinez, Martin

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Cornejo, Isis

Human Resources Assistant

TEST3

Aguirre, Abraham

Electronics Test Tech C

TEST3

Lok, Matthew

Hazardous Test Engineer I

TEST3

Tarango, Mayra

Electrical Engineer Intern

TEST3

Walraven, Sandanee

Business Anaylist

TEST3

Guzman, Ylian

Electrical Engineer Intern

TEST3

Peterson, Michael

Mechanical Engineer Intern

TEST3

Escandon, Gabriel

Mechanical Engineer Intern

TEST3

Barraza, Irvin

Mechanical Engineer Intern

TEST3

Valles, Rafael

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Ramirez, Ronald

Electrical Engineer I

TEST3

Loya, Rene

Electrical Engineer I

TEST3

Hurtado, Francisco

System Test Tech C

TEST3

Ronga, Anthony

Buyer III

TEST3
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WOW!Employees
Sierra Lobo team members prove that excellence leads to success. They expand the boundaries of
life in ways made possible by the gifts they bring and the visions they share. Generating a wave of
exploration and innovation, the sum of this collective effort is catapulting SLI to the forefront of a
future beyond imagination. This WOW feature spotlights employees nominated by their peers, who
Wolf Pack’s Outstanding Workforce have demonstrated excellence in their fields. We thank them for their great effort and example.
Sami Karam
Arc Jet Power Engineer, ATOM V; Information, Data, Instrumentation, & Controls (IDIC) Group
“Sami’s deep knowledge and extra efforts were instrumental in guiding an engineering team through our facilities’ safety
interlocks so they could field-verify our hardware, understand its functions, and begin design of the system upgrade, in
addition to concurrent work trouble-shooting both power supplies.”
Ama Carney
Thermal Fluid Analyst; TDEC
“Outstanding performance on multiple
cryogenic thermal fluids projects while
supporting classes for her PhD.”

Joel Ataviado
Contract Specialist II; Contracts and Purchasing Department
“During the TEST3 Phase-in, Joel accepted responsibility
for building Contract Performance Data libraries in SharePoint. This effort was not a part of Joel’s position requirements, but he was able to leverage prior knowledge and experience to successfully complete the effort.”
Michaela Fondriest
Corporate Controller; Corporate/Accounting
“Michaela Fondriest was our Corporate Business Systems Lead for the TEST3 Phase-in.
She was instrumental in setup and commissioning of all business processes and systems
and training the TEST3 business staff.”
David Uveges
Chief Staff Engineer; NASA/JPSS Deputy I&T Manager, OMES II
“David is the NASA JPSS Deputy I&T Manager and a
key member of Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) project team at NASA/GSFC, providing Electrical Systems
Engineering and Subsystems Integration & Test oversight for Spacecraft Bus avionics as well as payload
instruments at NG/Arizona (Spacecraft vendor for JPSS
fleet of satellites). David was recognized by the JPSS
project for his outstanding support to the JPSS Missions
and received Unsung Hero award for the 1st Quarter of
2022.”

Constance Taddie
Capture Manager; Business Development
“Constance led her first SLI prime contract
pursuit from initial marketing efforts
through proposal delivery with professionalism and dedication. She interacted with
the customer as well as authors, reviewers,
and subject matter experts from SLI and our
teammate companies to ensure we submitted
a compliant proposal.”
Lauren Gronich
Thermal Fluid Analyst; TDEC
“Outstanding performance on multiple
cryogenic thermal fluids projects while
supporting classes for her Masters.”

Jerry Nagy
Chief Staff Engineer; Integration & Test
Manager, OMES II
“Jerry is a key member of Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) project team at NASA/
GSFC, providing Systems Engineering, Subsystems Integration & Test, and oversight for
the project at NG/Arizona (Spacecraft vendor
for JPSS fleet of satellites). Jerry was recognized by the JPSS
project for his outstanding support to the JPSS Missions and
received Outstanding Teamwork award and an Unsung Hero
award for the 1st Quarter of 2022. Jerry was also instrumental in Integration & Test and Launch Campaign of LandSat-9
ESPA Flight System (L9 EFS), the first NASA/USSF multipayload mission flying on an ESPA ring. As the L9 EFS
Launch Operations Manager, he planned the overall Launch
Campaign and successfully delivered the L9 EFS Spacecraft
for launch at Vandenburg Space Force Base (VSFB).”

Mike Croft
Steam Plant Supervisor; CMOE
“Michael Croft has served diligently at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) for just over 11 years. Michael is often
recognized for his exceptional performance in every role he takes on. The most recent achievement is being awarded the
NASA Silver Achievement Medal for exceptional performance to LaRC as the Steam Plant Facility Coordinator and Supervisor. The Steam Plant is a highly relied upon utility at the NASA LaRC. Michael supervises a team that supports the utility
availability 24/7 in 3 shifts. His team is well-trained and highly knowledgeable on how to handle any situation.”
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SLI’s TDEC is the “Go-To” Facility for Critical Reachback
With ten patents and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine
expertise in engineering and engineering services at our Milan TDEC (TDEC East) facility with a
broad range of critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet
their mission objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
■ Thermal and structural design simulation and analysis
■ Cryogenic fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transferring, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. Milan, Ohio engineering, manufacturing, and testing facility includes a Class
1,000 clean room; Class 100,000 clean area; 6,800 sq. ft. fabrication, assembly and test area; a
secure ESDPA for assembly, integration and test; and state-of-the-art IT infrastructure for virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex, the Sierra
Lobo Test Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High- and low-speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, and D electrical classification
Our award-winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development and integration
Our Pasadena, California (TDEC West) laboratory and clean room includes 600 sq. ft. of multipurpose lab space; 540 sq. ft. of ISO Class 7 clean space with 4x12 ft. and 4x6 ft. optical tables
with pneumatic isolation; and a pair of laminar flow benches capable of ISO Class 3 cleanliness.
The entire space is finished off with ESD dissipative flooring to allow safe integration of delicate electronics.

Corporate Office

102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center East
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Technology Development
and Engineering Center
West

465 North Halstead Street- Suite 130
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

Special Thanks to Sierra Lobo’s Program Managers
Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

About Sierra Lobo, Inc.
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. employs over 800 high-achieving, dedicated
engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. Sierra Lobo is a Hispanic,
American-owned, small-disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont,
Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the
George M. Low award, most recently in 2011. Sierra Lobo is also a winner of two R&D
100 awards for development of advanced technologies. We received certification to
the International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, we are
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2015 registered as “A
Provider of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and
Testing to the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating
authority independently assessed us a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI ®DEV) Capability Level 2, fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

www.sierralobo.com

We are known by the tracks we leave…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have
a strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature,
resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this
resilient creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
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